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Abstract— Cooperative communications can exploit the distributed spatial diversity-gain to improve the link performance.
In this paper, we investigate the application of adaptive modulation concept to the decode-and-forward (DF) based cooperative
network. With the relay nodes geographically close to the destination, we assume the perfect channel feedback is available only at
the relay nodes, and propose a class of novel modulation-adaptive
cooperation schemes (MACSs). The proposed schemes are ﬁrst
investigated in the single-relay scenario, and then extended to the
multi-relay scenario. Simulation results show that the proposed
schemes can offer the signiﬁcant throughput-improvement in
comparison with conventional DF systems.

average number of bits per symbol. Finally, simulation results
show that the proposed scheme works well for both singlerelay and multi-relay systems. It can offer higher throughput
in comparison with the conventional selective DF protocol.
II. T HE S ELECTIVE DF P ROTOCOL
We ﬁrst consider single relay system as shown in Fig 1,
with source node S, one relay node R and destination node D.
The channels among the nodes are modeled as independent
slow Rayleigh fading as well as path loss.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperative communications [1]-[3] can exploit the distributed spacial diversity in multiuser systems to combat the
impairments of the wireless channels. This is particularly
useful when each node can only be equipped with a single antenna. Without the channel feedback, the conventional
cooperative protocols, such as Amplify-and-forward (AF),
Decode-and-forward (DF), etc, can offer a diversity gain by
allowing nodes a fair opportunity to transmit messages through
their own channel. On the other hand, if the channel state
information (CSI) is available to the senders, the system can
re-allocate the radio resource among the senders to improve
the communication efﬁciency. Based on various cooperation
protocols and network conﬁgurations, many resource allocation criteria have been proposed in [4]-[6]. The dynamic power
allocations can be exploited with the full CSI available at
all senders. However, it is not always practical due to the
considerable feedback or processing delay. In [7], Ochiai et al.
have proposed a variable-rate two-phase cooperative scheme,
in which the transmission rate is determined by the geometrical
properties of the network.
In this paper, we consider the scenario that the relay nodes
are geographically close to the the destination, which allows
the CSI available only at relays. Based on this assumption,
a class of modulation-adaptive cooperation schemes (MACS)
are proposed. Unlike the threshold setup for the single-link
system, we establish a new threshold setup for the proposed
modulation-adaptive cooperative system. Since the proposed
system allows different modulation schemes for different links,
the signal combining and detection at the destination rise as a
new problem to be solved. These two key issues are carefully
investigated. Performance analysis for the proposed system
is carried out in terms of average bit error probability and
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Fig. 1.

A two-user transmitter cooperation model

The path loss between two nodes, for example, S and D, is
modeled by
(1)
P L(S, D) = K/dα
s,d
where ds,d is the distance between the nodes, and K is a
constant that depends on the environment and α is the path loss
exponent. For the free space path loss, we can choose α = 2
and K = Gt Gr λ2 /(4π)2 , Gt and Gr are antenna gains at
transmitter and receiver, respectively, and λ is the wavelength
[8]. Thus, if the relay is close to destination, for example, if
ds,d = 10dr,d , the path loss of SD link will be 20dB larger
than RD link. In this paper, our discussion is based on this
kind of geometric distribution of the nodes.
The instantaneous channel coefﬁcients of SD, SR, RD link
are denoted as hs,d , hs,r and hr,d , respectively, which are constant over a transmission block of N symbols, and independent
from one block to another. There is also additive independent,
zero-mean complex Gaussian noise at each channel, denoted
by ns,d , ns,r , nr,d with variance No , respectively.
In the selective DF protocol, cyclic-redundancy-check
(CRC) code is employed to check whether relay can get
the data from source correctly. If so, relay will forward the
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data to destination in the 2nd half of the whole transmission;
otherwise, source will take the 2nd half itself to send the same
data again.
After the 1st time slot, xs is transmitted from S, and D and
R get data ys,d and ys,r respectively as,
ys,d = hs,d xs + ns,d

(2)

ys,r = hs,r xs + ns,r

(3)

If relay can receive the source information correctly, it will
encode it to xr and forward to D in the 2nd slot,
yr,d = hr,d xr + nr,d

(4)

If relay can’t, using 1 bit of information, it notiﬁes source
and source re-transmits the original information itself. Then,
the destination employs MRC to combine the received data
for both time slots. The signal detection is performed on the
output of MRC.
Generally, xs and xr are the source information, with
the same coding and modulation scheme, and as shown in
Fig 1, both slots will take up duration time T. However,
adaptive modulation can be employed in the above model to
improve the efﬁciency of the system. In practical communication systems, the CSI is estimated at the receivers and then
fed to the transmitter, but this practical procedure results in
noisy and delayed estimates being available to the transmitter.
Therefore, this geometric distribution with R close to D, it’s
more reasonable to assume R has the instantaneous CSI, but
S not. The modulation-adaptive cooperation schemes for this
model are proposed in the next section.
III. M ODULATION ADAPTIVE COOPERATIVE

the transmission, so investigating suitable threshold becomes
another important issue. In the following two subsections,
these two issues will be discussed in detail.
B. Detection Method
Suppose the information bit b is modulated into symbol xs
and xr with different modulations. At the destination, with
two received data ys,d and yr,d , the a posteriori probability
(APP) for the transmitted information b is calculated and the
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm will be
used to do the detection. The APP can be described as follows:
P (ys,d , yr,d |b)P (b)
P (b, ys,d , yr,d )
=
P (b|ys,d , yr,d ) =
P (ys,d , yr,d )
P (ys,d , yr,d )
P (ys,d |b)P (yr,d |b)P (b)
=
(5)
P (ys,d , yr,d )
P (b)
= P (ys,d |b)P (b|yr,d )
P (ys,d , yr,d )
The information b is selected out such that the APP or
P (b|ys,d , yr,d ) is maximized, which is mathematically represented in the following equation:
bM AP = arg{max{P (ys,d |b)P (b|yr,d )}}
b

where the ﬁrst term P (ys,d |b) is the probability to received
symbol ys,d given the hypothesis that information bit b is
transmitted, and the second term P (b|ys,d ) provides the extrinsic information regarding the information b via the relayed
symbol yr,d .
In the case that the information bit b is equally probable,
the MAP equals the maximum likelihood detection as,
bM L = arg{max{P (ys,d |b)P (yr,d |b)}}

COMMUNICATIONS

b

A. Algorithm Description
In the proposed scheme, a whole transmission is made up
of two time slots, but the duration of the 2nd slot is various.
Slot 1 - Information bits are modulated in low order modulation scheme, e.g., BPSK, xs , to transmit from source. If
destination can get the correct information, thanks to the CRC,
the subsequent slot will be ignored, which results in the time
duration for 2nd slot equals 0.
Slot 2 - If relay can get the data correctly at the 1st slot,
it will forward the data to the destination using adaptive
modulation according to the CSI of RD link. The information
bits are remodulated into xr , with modulation scheme chosen
from BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. The resulting slot
duration will be T, T/2, T/4 and T/6 accordingly, as shown in
Fig 1. Obviously, the transmission efﬁciency can be improved
with higher order modulations. If relay can’t, the source will
transmit the data with duration T.
Analogously, at the end of the 2nd slot, destination combines ys,d and yr,d together to make the ﬁnal decision. For this
transmission scheme, the received data from S and R may be in
different modulations, thus a very important problem is how to
do the combining and detection. As far as we know, no usable
method has been stated. Besides, three nodes are involved in

(6)

(7)

In digital communications, log-likelihood is often used to
simplify the calculation. For example, the log likelihood ratio
of information bit b with the received symbol ys,d can be
obtained as:
Λb (ys,d ) = ln{P (ys,d |b = 1)} − ln{P (ys,d |b = 0)}


= ln{
P (ys,d |Mj )} − ln{
P (ys,d |Mj )}
Mj ∈Sb=1

Mj ∈Sb=0

(8)
where, Mj is the hypothesized modulated symbol, Sb=1 is
the hypothesized set of modulated symbols whose associated
information bit is b = 1, Sb=0 is the hypothesized set of
modulated symbols whose associated information bit is b = 0.
The noise is assumed to be complex Gaussian distributed, and
thus the received symbol is the joint Gaussian random variable.
The probabilities P (ys,d |Mj ) in the above equation can be
simpliﬁed to

|ys,d − QMj |2
1
exp(−
)}
Λb (ys,d )= ln{
πN0
N0
Mj ∈Sb=1

− ln{



Mj ∈Sb=0

|ys,d − Mj |2
1
exp(−
)}
πN0
N0
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(9)

Substituting this equation to (7), the total decision is made
based on,
(10)
Λb = Λb (ys,d ) + Λb (yr,d )
C. Adaptation Criteria

BERn (γ) ≈ a1 exp(−b1 (γ/kn ))

Adaptive modulation is performed according to several SNR
regions with some region boundary[9]. In this section, we
discuss the region boundary for the modulation adaptation
among BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. Let γs,d , γs,r
and γr,d denote the received SNR of SD, SR and RD link.
b
b
b
(γs,d ) (we’ll use Ps,d
for simplicity) and Ps,r
denote the
Ps,d
block error rate for SD and SR link, and Ps,d and Pr,d are
BER of SD and RD link, respectively. If the destination can
get the data correctly during the 1st time slot, the total error
b
) · 0 = 0. If the relay can get the data
probability is (1 − Ps,d
b
correctly with the probability of (1 − Ps,r
), the ﬁnal errors
come from the errors of the detection of combined SD and
RD link, Psrd ; when the relay can’t get the data correctly
b
, the ﬁnal BER is Ps,d (2γs,d )(we
with the probability Ps,r

use Ps,d to differ it from Ps,d with doubled SNR because
of retransmission). Thus, the total BER is
b
b
b

Pe = Ps,d
· [(1 − Ps,r
)Psrd + Ps,r
Ps,d
]

(11)

The target combining BER is denoted by Ptarget , and the
highest order modulation will be chosen to satisfy
Pe  Ptarget

(12)

It is well known that the BER performance for M -QAM can
be expressed as [10],

P = αQ( βγ)
(13)

2
∞
where Q(x) = √12π x e−u /2 du, and α and β are parameters
decided by the modulation scheme. But this equation is not
easily invertible to get the appropriable modulation scheme.
The block error probabilities for SD and SR link, 1 − (1 −
Ps,d )N and 1 − (1 − Ps,r )N , respectively, make the inversion
of the Pe even harder.
To simplify the adaptive modulation design and facility performance analysis, the following approximate BER expression
is used [11]:
BERn (γ) ≈ an exp(−bn γ)

(14)

For various modulations, an and bn [9]-[11] are shown in
Table I. The block error rate can also be written in the form
TABLE I
an AND bn FOR VARIOUS MODULATIONS
index
1
2
3
4

the same modulation, the combined SNR can not be summed
directly. If we write the BER expression for all modulations
using a1 and b1 for BPSK, we get,

modulation
BPSK
QPSK
16QAM
64QAM

an
0.2
0.25
0.2
0.2

bn
1
0.5434
0.1
0.0238

of (14) with proper an and bn [9]. MAP is used to perform the
detection at destination, so the combined SNR is the sum of the
SNRs of SD and RD link. Because the two links may not use

(15)

In this way, SNR for any modulation can be equivalent to
certain SNR when BPSK is used. Then, γEBS = γ/kn is the
deﬁned as ‘equivalent BPSK SNR (EBS)’, and kn is called
’equivalent factor’. According to Table I, we can calculate
k1 = 1, k2 = 2, k3 = 10, k4 = 42. Thus, the BER of the
combined SD and RD link is,
Psrd = a1 exp(−b1 (γsd + γrd /kn ))

(16)

Substituting (11), (16) and (14) to (12), we obtain the region
boundary SNR γn for modulation adaptation for RD link,
b

b
Ps,d
≤ Ptarget /Ps,d
when Ps,r




1 
γn = kn  ln 
b1

b
)
a1 (1 − Ps,r
Ptarget
b
Ps,d

−

b P
Ps,r
s,d



 − γs,d 

(17)

where n  5 , and γ1 = 0, γ5 = ∞. When the instantaneous
SNR of RD link drops to the set [γn , γn+1 ], modulation
b

Ps,d
>
scheme with parameters kn will be used. If Ps,r
b
Ptarget /Ps,d , which means SD link is not reliable, to make
sure the total performance can be acceptable, the lower (1 −
b
)Psrd the better, in this case BPSK will be used at the
Ps,r
relay to make this term as small as possible.
The scheme with SNR boundary shown in (17) is the optimal one, given name O-MACS, but seems very complicated,
so we provide two simpliﬁed schemes with simpler boundary.
Even though the proposed scheme can work in one of the
following three modes: SD only with no error, RD and SD
combined together, SD only with retransmission, the most
important mode is the 2nd one. The scheme with the target
of ensuring the combining performance of SD and RD link
Psrd  Ptarget , is called C-MACS. Accordingly the boundary
is deﬁned


a1
− γs,d (n = 2, 3, 4)
γn = kn b11 ln Ptarget
(18)
γ1 = 0, γ5 = ∞
a1
a1
> γs,d . If b11 ln Ptarget
 γs,d , which
when b11 ln Ptarget
means only SD link can achieve the target BER, the 64QAM
will be used at the relay.
In the above two methods, the CSI of SD link is also needed
at the relay, and an easier method which does not need this
information is to make sure only RD link fulﬁlls the target,
called S-MACS. If RD link fulﬁlls the BER target, Pr,d 
Ptarget , the combining BER, can deﬁnitely fulﬁll the target.
The resulting boundary region is given by
an
(n = 2, 3, 4),
γn = b1n ln Ptarget
γ1 = 0, γ5 = ∞
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(19)

D. Performance Analysis
Four modulation modes are used in the proposed scheme,
and each mode n will be chosen according to the SNR of the
RD link γr,d with probability
 γn+1
pγr,d (γ)dγ
Pr(n) =
(20)
γn

The instant BER of the system is shown in (11), thus the
overall BER of the system Pe also has n modes Pe (n)
according to the SNR of RD link. The total average BER
of the system is P e
Pe =

4 

n=1

γn+1

γn


0

∞


0

∞

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

Pe (n)pγs,d pγr,d pγs,r dγdγdγ

(21)
where, Pe (n) is Pe in (11) with modulation scheme n used at
RD link, pγs,d , pγr,d , pγs,r are the pdf of the received SNR for
SD, RD and SR link, which are with exponential distribution
in Rayleigh fading channel [10].
Here, we use average bits per symbol (BPS) to evaluate
the throughput of the system. The block size is N , if the
destination can receive the data correctly at the 1st slot, the
total symbol needed is N ; if the relay help to transmit, the total
symbol needed is N · (1+ 1/Rn ), where Rn = log2 (M ) is the
carried information bits per symbol by M - QAM constellation.
If the relay can’t help, the total symbol needed is 2N . Thus,
the average symbol needed for transmission per bit is
4  ∞ ∞

b
b
b
S=
{(1 − Ps,d
) + Ps,d
[(1 − Ps,r
)·
(22)
0
0
n=1
b
(1 + 1/Rn ) Pr(n) + 2Ps,r
]}pγs,d pγs,r dγdγ

The average bits per symbol is 1/S.
E. Extension to multi-relay system
Although the algorithm explained above is based on the
BPSK in SD link, but the method can be extended to any
modulation scheme. Meanwhile, the proposed MACS can also
work in single-source multi-relay system, with model in Fig
2.

Fig. 2.

of a block because all the relays will forward data to the
destination one by one.
The adaptive modulation is exploited with relay selection.
The destination will choose the relay with the highest instantaneous channel gain from the relays who receive the data
correctly, to transmit with adaptive modulation in the 2nd
slot. With the example in Fig 2, only the relay with solid
line connected to the destination will be chosen. Thus, even
multi-relays are involved in this scenario, the total transmission
can be ﬁnished in at most 2 slots. The detection and adaptive
modulation are performed in analog way with the single-relay
system.

single source multi relay system

In the given model, for the conventional AF/DF protocol, a
total (k +1) time slots will be used for the whole transmission

In this section, we present numerical results for the proposed
system. We set the block size to N = 192 bits, and 16-bit CRC
code with generator polynomial given by coefﬁcients 15935
(hexadecimal notation) is used. Independent ﬂat Rayleigh
fading are assumed for all channels. The SNR shown as the
X-label is the symbol SNR for SD (the same with SR) link,
ranging from 0dB to 20dB. Relay is close to destination,
resulting RD link a 20dB higher average SNR than SD and
SR link, which is from 20 to 40dB. The target BER for
adaptive modulation is set to be 1e-2, as research in single
link adaptive modulation shows with this target, the average
BER of adaptive modulation is comparable with BPSK.
Single-source single-relay system Results shown in Fig
3 and 4, we compare the proposed 3 schemes with noncooperative transmission , selective DF system with CRC
and two receiving antenna system. Here the selective DF
simulated is modiﬁed to have CRC detection at destination
for fair comparison. The comparison of cooperative schemes
with non-cooperative transmission is to give a clear vision
of the diversity cooperative systems can provide. Obviously,
two receiving antenna system serves as a lower bound for the
cooperative system. From the ﬁgures, we observe that the BER
performance of the proposed system is as good as the selective
DF, but the throughput has got great improvement.
Single-source multi-relay system Here we simulate the
system with two relays as an example. In ﬁgure 5 and 6, the
proposed adaptive schemes with 2 relays only take at most 2
time slots, which results in a much better throughput than the
selective DF, and at the same time, they achieve similar BER
performance. The performance of the single relay system is
also shown in the ﬁgures, and the diversity gain of the 2 relay
system over the 1 relay system is quite obvious.
Based on our analysis, O-MACS should serve as the optimal
scheme, but the simulation doesn’t show too much advantages
over the other two. Look back its SNR boundary in (17), if
b

b
Ps,d
is larger than Ptarget /Ps,d
, BPSK will be used
the Ps,r
at the relay. So, even if the γn in (17) is quite small, the
BPS performance will still be affected by the case that the
source do the retransmission in the 2nd slot. It has to pay
for the low reliability of the retransmission of the source by
using BPSK, which causes the decrease of average BPS. So in
practical system, we can choose simpler scheme C-MACS or
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even S-MACS which needs less information of the channels
to achieve comparable performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a class of modulationadaptive cooperation schemes for both single and multi-relay
wireless communications. Requiring the CSI available only
at the relay nodes, the proposed schemes could outperform
the conventional DF protocol for the signiﬁcant throughput
improvement.
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